• W3C Community Group
• Focus: Linked data in support of language technologies, e.g. Content analytics, Machine Translation...
• Goals:
  – Build industry and user organisation engagement
  – Capture requirements and use case priorities
  – Establish a reference architecture
  – Drive a Roadmap for future research and development
  – Route needs for best practice to BP-MLOD group
How will it work?

- **Face to Face: Series of Roadmapping Workshops**
  - Kick off: 21st March’14 Athens at EDF’14
  - 7-8th May’14 Madrid at 7th Multilingual Web event
  - 3rd June’14 Dublin, at LocWorld Conference
  - MLODE, DPPedia, SEMANTICs conference week 1-5 Sept’14 Leipzig

- **Remotely:**
  - Online survey
  - Teleconferences
  - Group wiki, mailing list

- **Effort and logistic support from the LIDER project**